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Servicer Evaluation: FinSolutia S.A.

Ranking Overview

Servicing category Ranking

Management and organization

subranking

Loan administration

subranking Outlook

Residential mortgages master servicer

in Spain

AVERAGE AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE Stable

Residential mortgages special servicer

in Portugal

AVERAGE AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE Stable

Financial position Sufficient N/A N/A N/A

N/A--Not applicable.

Major Ranking Factors

Strengths:

• Since our 2012 review, FinSolutia has boarded new portfolios of defaulted loans both in Portugal and Spain. The

company has reported a busy pipeline in place for its special servicing business and expects more growth in the

future.

• Since our previous review, FinSolutia has further improved its IT platform. The company has an inhouse loan

management system and we consider it to be a flexible tool that supports every aspect of the business.

• The company has hired new management and operations staff in line with its special servicing portfolio growth. In

2012, FinSolutia partially restructured its organization to make it more efficient.

• FinSolutia plans to strengthen its audit function by the end of 2013.

Weaknesses:

• The master servicing portfolio has decreased and FinSolutia does not expect it to grow soon.

• FinSolutia's risk and compliance functions are less structured than other servicers. Given the company's medium

size, we do not consider this to be a prevalent factor as it would be for larger companies. Nevertheless, we expect to

see the risk and compliance functions improve in line with the company's expansion.

• FinSolutia operates in a more challenging market as the Spanish servicing industry has become quite competitive

over the past two years. New servicers have entered the market and outstanding servicers have expanded their

businesses.

Opinion

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has affirmed its AVERAGE overall ranking on FinSolutia S.A. as a master servicer

of residential mortgages in Spain.

At the same time, we have assigned our AVERAGE overall ranking to FinSolutia as a special servicer of residential

mortgages in Portugal.

Our overall rankings reflect our view of the company based on the major ranking factors in our criteria.
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Key Changes Since Previous Review

• In 2012, FinSolutia's founding manager became the majority shareholder of the company through a management

buy-out.

• FinSolutia relocated into new offices both in Madrid (2012) and Lisboa (2013). The new premises are more

convenient in economical terms, provide more space to absorb future staff growth, and have more efficient

floorplans.

• FinSolutia's staff have expanded in line with its portfolio, increasing to 46 employees at end-June 2013 from 34

employees at end-2011. The company strengthened its Madrid team by hiring two qualified managers as head of

operations and head of the legal department. The company also appointed an experienced external advisor to

support specific tasks.

• FinSolutia plans to internalize its internal controls system. The company expects to appoint an internal auditor

before year-end. Similarly, the external advisor will review the company's risk map.

• FinSolutia has always devoted a large portion of its investment and resources to improve its IT system and it has

done so in the past 12 months too. The loan management system supports several tasks and it is fully integrated

with other elements of the IT platform.

Outlook

We have revised the outlook on our ranking to stable from developing on our ranking on FinSolutia as a master

servicer of residential mortgages in Spain. We consider that it is unlikely that we would lower our ranking by the time

of our next review because the operational risk associated with a decreasing master servicing portfolio is mitigated by

the growth of nonperforming loans (NPLs) under management. In our opinion, this guarantees the company's

commitment to maintain the quality of its operations. At the same time, the decreasing master servicing portfolio limits

the possibility of us raising our ranking by the time of our next review.

We have assigned a stable outlook to FinSolutia's ranking as a special servicer of residential mortgages in Portugal. We

are not likely to lower our ranking by the time of our next review because FinSolutia is an expanding company and we

believe it is taking the appropriate steps to make further progress. We are not likely to raise our ranking until we

observe the company can consistently attract new business and further develop its internal controls system.

Company Profile

FinSolutia is an independent multi-business company supplying a variety of services to support asset management,

from portfolio due diligence to repossessed properties management. Its core business is the special and master

servicing activity of residential mortgages in Iberia. In 2007, the company opened its first office in Lisbon and in 2009

it opened a second office in Madrid to generate business in the much larger Spanish market.

The company was established as a joint venture between UBS AG (London branch) and Espirito Santo Investment

Bank (ESIB), part of the Banco Espirito Santo banking group, which represents an average of 20% of the Portuguese

banking market. In 2012, the two original investors sold their ownerships to the founding manager who took control of

the company through a management buy-out. FinSolutia's managing director (MD) owns most of the company's
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capital, while some senior managers hold minority shareholder stakes.

Company Overview

Servicer Name FinSolutia S.A.

Date formed and name at incorporation 2007

Servicing staff 44

Servicing centers 2

Client types Investment banks, high street banks, institutional investors, residential lenders, commercial lenders.

Although the Portuguese and Spanish branches manage assets independently within their own jurisdictions, they are

part of the same single company. They share senior management teams, supporting functions such as human

resources (HR), and apply the same best practices and procedures, as well as the same IT platforms.

Since 2007, most of FinSolutia's total portfolio has comprised three Spanish master serviced portfolios. Its master

servicing activity declined in 2011 when one of the portfolios was unwound due to causes unrelated to the quality of

FinSolutia's servicing activities (see chart 1). From 2012 to 2013, FinSolutia has secured more special servicing

business in Portugal and Spain, also diversifying its client base. In particular, the total amount of Portuguese NPLs

increased substantially in 2012.

We have ranked FinSolutia as a master servicer of Spanish residential loans since 2010 and we have assigned our first

ranking to the company as a special servicer of Portuguese residential loans in 2013. Our assessments are based on the

elements that the two operations have in common and the operative factors specific to each of them.
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Chart 1
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Chart 2
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Chart 3

Management And Organization

We have affirmed our AVERAGE subranking for management and organization as a master servicer of residential

mortgages in Spain. Similarly, we have assigned our AVERAGE subranking for management and organization as a

special servicer of residential mortgages in Portugal. We have based our subrankings on our view of the following

factors:

Structure

FinSolutia has a flat organizational structure and the heads of different departments directly report to the founder and

managing director. This is a type of organization that is common to companies of a similar size to FinSolutia. The

managing director meets the Portuguese and Spanish staff on a weekly basis as he travels weekly between the two

offices.

Supporting functions, such as finance, HR, and IT are mainly based in Lisbon.

The company has strengthened its organization since 2012, creating an operations team in Portugal and one in Spain.

Each operative team includes the advisory and risk management (A&RM) department, the special servicing
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department, and the real estate (RE) department. In Spain, the operations team also includes the legal department. The

legal function in Portugal is outsourced as law firms fees are cheaper than in Spain.

A&RM teams in Portugal and Spain oversee several tasks such as pricing new portfolios, monitoring the overall

servicing activity, and dealing with clients in the respective jurisdictions.

The special servicing team of eight is larger in Portugal than the team of two in Spain. This is in line with the portfolio

under management. By contrast, the Spanish RE management team of five is larger than the Portuguese one, which

comprises three because FinSolutia manages more properties in Spain (515) than in Portugal (96). This is because

FinSolutia also manages the properties repossessed within the portfolio it serves as a master servicer.

The company has an executive board, which defines practical business priorities, and comprises the MD, head of IT,

the head of the A&RM department, and other senior managers, who meet weekly.
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FinSolutia holds regular meetings to manage its workload efficiently.

• Every week, i) loan managers meet their special servicing manager to discuss specific cases and a further

one-to-one meeting can follow; ii) local operations managers, including A&RM managers, meet to review the

previous week's work and set priorities for the incoming week; and iii) all senior managers have a call across

countries to discuss the incumbent work.

• Every two weeks, the managers and MD formally meet despite their regular informal communication. Every month,

the Spanish special servicing team meets the Spanish legal team to discuss common workload.

• Every quarter, the board, consisting of the MD and three non-executive members reviews the company's strategy,

business development, and the independent audit results semiannually. Board members often participate in the

executive team's weekly meetings.
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Staff and staff turnover

The total staff number was 46 as of end-June 2013, up from 34 staff at the beginning of 2012.

Table 1

Average Years Industry Experience/Company Tenure

Experience Tenure

Senior management 17.41 5.53

Middle management 11.78 3.16

Staff/master servicing 6.61 2.84

Staff early arrears 9.50 2.35

Staff late arrears/litigation 9.66 2.23

Staff property sales 5.53 2.93

The tenure of the operations staff is lower than we usually record for similar servicers. This is due to a high staff

turnover rate in 2012 when 11 people left (seven voluntarily). This represented almost 21% of the original 34 staff at

the beginning of 2012. However, the company also hired 21 new staff members in 2012. Tenure is slightly higher for

senior managers because most of the senior staff have worked at the company since its inception, for example, the

founding MD, the IT manager, and the head of advisory and risk management.

On average, staff working on Portuguese NPLs service 162 loans each, while staff working on Spanish loans in a

master servicer capacity manage 302 loans each.

In 2012, FinSolutia appointed a new head of the Spanish internal legal department and a new head of Spanish

operations. Both professionals have extensive experience in their respective areas. The company has confirmed that it

plans to hire further senior staff, such as the internal auditor, because it needs experienced people to manage the

increasing complexity of the growing portfolio. In our opinion, expanding the management team reduces the single

man dependency risk that is usually high for small to medium enterprises such as FinSolutia.

During the first half of 2013, FinSolutia hired an external consultant with a wide experience in the financial sector at an

international level. During the first half of 2013, he helped the company to design a specific pitch. The collaboration

has continued beyond this first assignment and the external consultancy is now focused on the review of the risk

function and risk map, among other projects.

FinSolutia works with a panel of external companies selected and monitored by the special servicing department and

the RE department, as well as by the legal department in Spain.

FinSolutia's brokers panel in Spain comprises 98 brokers and 45 in Portugal. The heads of the RE department select

potential new brokers based on a continuous procurement process and quality assessment, which includes online

search and personal knowledge of the market and interview a shortlist of candidates directly at the brokers' office. The

brokers' performance is constantly monitored, despite there being no formal procedure for this. FinSolutia outsources

its legal activity in Portugal, but not in Spain because Portuguese lawyers' fees are lower than in Spain. The company

works with three Portuguese legal firms selected by the senior management team and based on their industry

experience. In Spain, the company works with internal lawyers supported by a network of external solicitors, one per

court.
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External consultants can access the loan management system to update it with relevant information, but their access is

limited to guarantee data integrity and data protection.

FinSolutia conducts a web-based staff survey every year. We received a copy of last year's report and there were no

major points arised. As FinSolutia is a relatively small company, the survey results can be biased. However, we

consider the survey to be a good practice, which could be quite useful when more responses are available.

Training/development

FinSolutia's HR function is part of its finance and HR department. Since 2010, a HR manager operating from the

Lisbon office has managed recruitment and development. The HR function can receive support from external parties

as a recruitment agent or external trainers, if necessary.

The HR department organize training in agreement with senior management. Staff can choose non-mandatory training

to attendfrom the offer made available by the company. In 2012, each employee completed an average of 40 training

hours, excluding language courses and induction training.

Staff can complete further training upon their line managers' approval, but the company does not track when managers

reject the requeststherefore is unclear how factual is this practice. FinSolutia supports external postgraduate programs

tooand although there is no formal program, at least one employee in each department is working toward an external

certification sponsored by the company.

FinSolutia's induction training includes 40 hours class-based and 40 hours on-the-job. Almost 20 of the induction

training hours are dedicated to explaining the company's corporate values and processes. This is because FinSolutia

aims to develop a strong corporate identity by transferring its culture to all staff as soon as possible. The induction's

technical training is tailored to each department and can vary depending on the new hires' experience.

Employees can give and receive regular feedback on their performance through one-to-one sessions with their line

manager, using what FinSolutia describes as a 360-degree assessment feedback methodology.

The annual review that each employee has with their line managers comprises of the self-assessment, manager's

assessment, and next year's objectives. Bonuses are directly related to these final assessments Bonuses for the real

estate and servicing teams are paid quarterly based on performance. The board approves the budget for the bonuses in

January and February based on the preliminary financial statements. The MD redistributes the bonus amounts to each

department so that each department head can decide the allocation amounts with their team according to

performance.

In 2012, FinSolutia redistributed bonuses in line with market standards, but there were no promotions and only a few

salary revisions. During the same year, a number of people left the company voluntarily. We believe that the company

should continue to reinforce its recruitment and talent development abilities.

Systems and technology

The company has developed its own IT platform, which supports every servicing activity. FinSolutia considers its IT

system to be a core tool and improves it every year. In our opinion, the IT platform is robust and reliable and supports

all aspects of the servicing business.
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The IT department comprises six staff, all located in Lisbon, one more than last year. Since our last review, one

member of the team has left and the company has hired two new employees, including a web designer. The head of

the IT department has significant industry experience. He joined the company in 2007 and since 2012, has been a

shareholder.

FinSolutia's loan management system is based on three fully integrated inhouse applications, which use Microsoft

technology:

• Portfolio Service Manager (PSM) is part of the loan management system and supports master and special servicing.

In addition to its management and reporting capabilities, PSM facilitates access to loan portfolios for stakeholders

and investors, limited as necessary to guarantee data protection. PSM has four main areas: One summarizes the

loans of a single borrower within the same portfolio (the system could crossfeed portfolios, but can't by law); one

section supports proper management activity; and the remaining two parts support reporting and administrative

tasks. For example, the system produce charts and elaborate reports for internal and external use. Automatic report

compilation reduces error and operative risks. The system has been built on a "top-down" structure so the loan

manager can access a summary of its portfolio and drill down data to have access to the single position information.

Property Manager (PM) supplements PSM.

• PM is the real estate management system and it is mainly used by the RE department. It helps to process

information on the properties backing the loans under management, whether these are securing performing loans or

repossessed assets. PM incorporates geographic detail, property photos, and market data.

• Asset Report Manager (ARM) is used by external providers, such as appraisal companies and brokers, to feed the

system with their updates. Since 2012, information on real estate prices extracted from main estate agent portals

has automatically fed ARM. This means that the section of the system dedicated to the single assets shows

information on similar properties for sale in the area or properties recently sold. Consequently, the new feature

helps the asset manager to better understand the collateral's potential value and decide the best marketing strategy

based on the most updated available data.

FinSolutia's system is web-based and can be accessed through a friendly interface that it further improved in 2012. We

received a demonstration of the system and we consider it easy and intuitive to use. In our view, this helps the loan

managers to process their work more efficiently. External and internal staff have limited access to specific sections of

the system to guarantee data integrity.

In Spain, FinSolutia has licensed Gestasa, a real estate appraisal management system and integrated it within its own

systems. We understand that a number of Spanish banks as well as the major appraisal companies use Gestasa. The

company believes that the implementation of this system allows it to collect all of the relevant information from the

appraisals to perform market analysis and feed an exhaustive database, promoting efficiency and reducing operational

risks.

In 2012, FinSolutia improved the security of its IT system, implementing a two-factor authentication login. Users have

to input a user ID and password, together with a temporary code.

In 2012, the company updated its IT infrastructure as expected. Taking advantage of the its growth and office move,

FinSolutia set up brand new servers, storage space, and some new computers. We understand that IT infrastructure

systems capacity would allow for growth of up to 400% from the current level.
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In June 2012, the company started to review all of its outsourcing contracts in Spain and Portugal, reducing the cost of

external services by 30% and obtaining even better service thanks to a higher level of technology. FinSolutia's external

providers are Cisco and Colt for telephony and network systems, DELL for PC and server systems, and Telefonica and

PT for mobile systems.

FinSolutia responds to any IT development requests promptly. It prioritizes requests mostly in order of importance

and depending on how urgent these requests are for business development. Senior and junior staff can suggest

improvements to the system. An internal committee comprising the head of IT, the MD, the heads of the A&RM

department, and sometimes heads of operations, prioritizes the suggested improvements. The MD ultimately decides

on any system improvements. On a periodic basis, all parties involved meet to assess a project's progress and plan its

next steps with all managers represented. This allows a project's direction to be adjusted or reoriented based on

completed work to date. A Microsoft collaborative platform—MS Team Foundation Server 2010 manages workloads

and communication between the teams. In order to monitor all of the requests, FinSolutia has a list on the company

intranet for employees to suggest improvements or new features on the existing applications. FinSolutia believes that

this promotes collaboration and is beneficial to business needs.

The IT team holds a daily morning meeting, at which it undertakes a review of any issues arising as well as

re-prioritizing/readjusting the tasks for each day of the project calendar. The team provides weekly IT infrastructure

reports to senior management.

FinSolutia plans to sell its IT system to external parties in jurisdictions outside the Iberian markets and it is exploring

this possibility. We will monitor this business development to verify that it will not drain resources from its servicing

activity.

Since our last review, FinSolutia's business continuity or disaster recovery plans have not changed significantly.

FinSolutia last updated its disaster recovery plan in August 2012. We understand that the company tests data recovery

daily and that on average, it takes less than an hour to restore data. A backup system in a Lisbon-based data center

backs up critical data every 60 minutes and copies this daily to a site in Madrid.

FinSolutia advises us that systems include antivirus software and that there are mechanisms in place to avoid external

or internal intrusion into the systems. The company monitors critical elements of the systems for possible intrusion.

There are firewalls in place at appropriate points within the system architecture. There is a defined password policy

and access to systems is withdrawn if the user leaves. FinSolutia stores legal documents as electronic images.

There is a formal business continuity site, which is two kilometers away from the Lisbon headquarters, providing seats

for between eight and 12 employees. We understand that this site operates on a separate power grid. FinSolutia also

has another site available in Madrid. Unfortunately, the site has not been tested since August 2010 when it was

necessary to switch the power on for up to two days, compared with just four hours during the previous test. In our

opinion, FinSolutia would benefit from an up-to-date business continuity review, given the growing size of its business

and the higher level of portfolios under management. About 20 staff can work from home.
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Internal controls

An experienced external professional audits FinSolutia's internal controls. The audit function is fully independent and

reports directly to the board. The board approves the audit plan at the beginning of the year and it discusses the results

of the analysis semiannually, although the external auditor can be invited to meet the board more often if necessary.

The external auditor visits the Lisbon office weekly and the Madrid office quarterly and regularly communicates with

the MD. The audit review checks if policies and procedures are designed to maintain a good level of operations and if

the company is complying with relevant legislation. Each department head follows up with any necessary actions to

correct current practices and considers the audit review recommendations. The audit review does not involve any

sample selection to check the quality of completed work. We received a copy of the last audit reports and there were

no major issues.

FinSolutia plans to enhance its audit function by hiring an internal auditor by the end of 2013. We believe this will

strengthen this function and benefit the company's internal controls.

FinSolutia does not have a formal protocol to check calls. All employees are trained on the company's code of ethics

and senior managers work in the same open space as operations staff. This helps the management team to monitor

staff activity and, as a result of monitoring, management relocated one employee to the back office team from the

special servicing team in 2012.

We consider FinSolutia's policies and procedures manuals to be quite informative and easy to read. They are available

to all staff in a centralized location on the company intranet. The policies and procedures cover both core business

operations, which include master servicing and real estate advisory, and supporting activity operations, such as HR

and financial services. There are flow charts that outline who is responsible of each step of the processes. In our view,

the manuals provide a good tool for FinSolutia staff, clearly reporting relevant policies and procedures. Manuals clearly

highlight to the user the negative consequences of non-compliance. The manuals also map and report risks related to

each procedure. FinSolutia plans to create a proper risk map by the end of 2013 with the support of the external

consultant hired at the beginning of 2013. We consider the development of a risk map to be a move toward the

establishment of a structured risk function, which would be commensurate with an AVERAGE ranking.

FinSolutia has not reported any complaints related to their servicing activity since our previous review.

Insurance

FinSolutia has provided us with a copy of its insurance contracts, which cover both the Spanish and Portuguese

operations.

Loan/Asset Administration

The loan and asset administration subranking as a master servicer of Spanish residential mortgages and special

servicer of Portuguese residential mortgages is ABOVE AVERAGE.

As of June 2013, FinSolutia serviced a portfolio of approximately 7885 loans in Iberia and U.K. representing a total

unpaid principal balance of approximately 831 million. Of the outstanding balance, 42% comprises Portuguese loans in

special servicing, 5% represents the ratio of Spanish mortgages in special servicing. FinSolutia manages the remaing
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part of the portfolio as master servicer, 34% represents the ratio of the Spanish master serviced loans, and 66% is the

U.K. portfolio (see table 2).

Table 2

Portfolio GBV By Servicing Type And Assets Geographic Distribution

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 June 2013

Spanish

master

servicer (mil.

€)

696.88 670.62 605.05 198.36 153.71 148.73

Percentage

of

securitized

portfolio

66 69 - - - -

U.K. master

servicer (mil.

£)

- 360.85 338.11 310.45 296.95 289.58

Spanish

special

servicer

- - - - 45.69 42.16

Portuguese

special

servicer (mil.

€)

- - - 73.11 354.64 351.41

Number of

staff

15 24 27 34 44 46

GBV--Gross book value.

Our subrankings take into account the operational risks that FinSolutia faces as a special servicer of Portuguese

residential mortgages and as a master servicer of Spanish residential mortgages. We have considered every other

aspect of the company's business to verify that related risks will not negatively affect the functions under assessment.

We reviewed all aspects of loan servicing, including loan boarding, payment processing, investor reporting, customer

service, collections, litigation, and asset recovery functions.

New loan set-up

In 2012, FinSolutia boarded a total of six portfolios in Spain and Portugal related to special servicing activity. These

portfolios amounted to €211 million, corresponding to 9203 loans. In 2013, the company has already boarded a new

Spanish portfolio for an amount equivalent to €12 million and 254 loans. The company has not boarded any new

master serviced portfolios since our previous review, but obtains a daily flow of new data on outstanding portfolios

from the sub-servicer. The data are automatically uploaded in the system and the information is checked to verify data

accuracy.

During the portfolio acquisition phase, FinSolutia agrees on the minimum set of data to be obtained from the seller and

tests the boarding function on a sample. At boarding, FinSolutia receives electronic data in the agreed template and

they are automatically uploaded into the system. The system runs checks to verify the information's accuracy and

alerts the loan manager if there is any error. The company also receives electronic versions of the most important

documents and when it receives a full set of paper documentation, reviews and scans it.

Since 2012, the loan manager can submit a skip tracing request through the system by filling the appropriate form in
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the loan dedicated section or from the generic skip tracing request section using the loan ID code. The skip tracing

company receives notification of any new requests and updates the system according to its findings.

In our opinion, there is sufficient automation in place for loan boarding, which adequately supports this activity. We

are confident that, given FinSolutia's past experience and our understanding of the boarding procedure, future loan

boarding processes will be effective.

Document tracking

Upon receiving original documentation, a team of loan managers reviews the information with the help of an external

company hired for this purpose. The managers obtain the sufficient set of documents for each loan—eventually

chasing missing information—and upload them to the system after scanning them. This happens directly at

FinSolutia's premises. Each electronic copy is associated with a bar code, identifying the box where the paper

document is stored and this helps to easily retrieve it if necessary. FinSolutia uses an external archive provider to store

the copies.

Payment processing

FinSolutia does not manage payments because debtors pay directly to its clients' accounts, but the A&RM

departments reconcile payments with collections. Consequently, the A&RM departments download bank account

movements and upload them into the system to automatically reconcile them. The loan and portfolio managers then

approve the automatic reconciliation. The portfolio manager manually reconciles any suspended payments.

FinSolutia can manage its loan administration as a bank because it works as a primary servicer in some capacity and

some special servicing actions require issuing payments. The PSM system manages loan cash flows using an

application called "debt manager".

Master servicing

FinSolutia has been a master servicer for two Spanish securitized transactions backed by residential mortages since

2007. The company is a master servicer for two U.K. portfolios, but our assessment does not cover English assets.

Table 3 shows information on Spanish portfolios' evolution.

Table 3

Portfolio Evolution By Ownership

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 June 2013

Spanish master servicer

Total GBV

(mil. €)

696.88 670.62 605.05 198.36 153.71 148.73

Percentage

of

securitized

portfolio

66 69 - - - -

Percentage

of third

party

portfolio

34 31 100 100 100 100

U.K. master servicer

Total GBV

(mil. £)

- 360.85 338.11 310.45 296.95 289.58
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Table 3

Portfolio Evolution By Ownership (cont.)

Percentage

of

securitized

portfolio

- 43 43 44 44 44

Percentage

of third

party

portfolio

- 57 57 56 56 56

Spanish special servicer

Total GBV

(mil. €)

- - - - 45.69 42.16

Percentage

of

securitized

portfolio

- - - - - -

Percentage

of third

party

portfolio

- - - - 100 100

Portuguese special servicer

Total GBV

(mil. €)

- - - 73.11 354.64 351.41

Percentage

of

securitized

portfolio

- - - - - -

Percentage

of third

party

portfolio

- - - 100 100 100

GBV--Gross book value.

The number of loans and balances in master servicing are declining and FinSolutia does not expect any immediate

growth of this portfolio. As of December 2012, the average number of loans per employee was 348, down from 1,327

in 2011. The operational risk linked to a decreasing portfolio is limited though because the master servicing activity is

supported by the same IT platform and procedures in use by the special servicing team and the special servicing

portfolio is growing. Consequently, FinSolutia has the interest and willingness to maintain and keep its operations

up-to-date with market standards.

The Portuguese A&RM department manages the master servicing functions. Master servicing tasks are processed

through PSM. Primary servicers send detailed files that are automatically boarded to PSM daily. The system instantly

alerts the loan manager if it detects data errors and this triggers a discussion with the primary servicer. FinSolutia

reported that data errors are common, so these discussions can be regular. The key area of debate tends to revolve

around mismatches on installments versus collections information. FinSolutia has brought this to the primary servicers'

attention and advises that the issue has improved, but has not been entirely resolved. FinSolutia will continue to

monitor the situation. Beyond everyday discussion at loan manager level, FinSolutia visits the subservicer of the two

Spanish transactions regularly.
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FinSolutia's master servicing activities extend beyond solely monitoring and checking sub-servicer work.

• The company provides full statistical analysis of the monitored portfolios with the aim of suggesting new workout

strategies to its clients. The clients can then instruct the sub-servicer to implement them.

• FinSolutia also manages the two real estate owned companies (REOCOs) that repossess properties on the special

purpose-entities' (SPEs) behalf and FinSolutia RE department provides advisory services to them. As of June 2013,

FinSolutia managed more than 300 repossessed properties generated by the two Spanish portfolios under master

servicing.

• FinSolutia also produces monthly reports, which detail the performance and collections that are transferred to

investors, net of expenses.

• The company also checks bills and errors and in more than five years it has been able to help noteholders save €1.3

million and almost €0.3 million in wrong accredited bills.

• Most of the loans in master servicing with a higher than 80% loan-to-value (LTV) ratio at origination have mortgage

indemnity guarantee (MIG) coverage. FinSolutia has been engaged to oversee the claims submissions by the

relevant special servicer where applicable, as well as to monitor claim receivables. As a result, in 2012, FinSolutia

has collected €2 million across 60 claims for the insurance issued at origination to grant loans with 80%+ LTV ratios

that the subservicer didn't chase.

We believe that, despite the decreasing portfolio, FinSolutia is able to provide a reliable and flexible master servicing

function.

Default management (special servicing)

FinSolutia has been a special servicer in Portugal since 2011 and in Spain since late 2012. Our assessment is limited to

the Portuguese business.

The company's servicing activity usually starts during the portfolio due diligence period as part of the A&RM

department tasks. During the preliminary analysis of the portfolio, the company sets up the future boarding activity

and the potential work flow for the new portfolio.

Upon boarding, the special servicing head assigns each loan to a loan manager taking into account portfolio

stratification and each case's complexity, for example, the existence of multiple processes or multiple properties. This

happens through the system, but it is not fully automated as the relatively small size of the business does not make full

automation the most efficient solution. Loan managers (LMs) can work both on residential or unsecured loans such as

mortgage shortfalls, but usually only senior LMs work on commercial/corporate loans.

After boarding, FinSolutia sends welcome letters explaining the servicer's change and what it implies. On average, the

company registers a less than 10% response rate to this first communication, because it usually boards loans that have

defaulted a long time ago.

The A&RM team drafts the initial business plan at boarding. FinSolutia revises it only if there are big market changes

that can justify the related cost, and so far, this has never happened. Only a team leader or portfolio manager can

access business plan information (LMs do not). LMs aim to maximize collections. Following FinSolutia's operative

model, LMs can handle negotiations with debtors, while lawyers and field agents provide ad hoc support. The model

includes a delegation system and LMs should ask for senior managers' authorization to pursue certain actions.
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For a new assignment, the LM drafts a proposal, which the special servicing department head revises and forwards to

the client for final approval, if necessary. LMs can engage external brokers if a discounted pay- off (DPO) is required,

an option always used by LMs. The broker presents offers through the loan management system and the LMs process

the proposals after they have received notification of the broker's offer. In the case of a DPO assessment, the broker

needs to feed the assessment with a minimum set of information otherwise they cannot even forward the appraisal

back to the LM. This sets a quality threshold that DPO appraisals have to meet. The LM assesses each appraisal and

DPO evaluation based on the following factors: Deadline, comparable market information, pictures, and availability.

The assessment helps the LM to understand the quality of the information and the proposal's potential.

FinSolutia only works with lawyers from its selected panel. Therefore, it replaces original lawyers at boarding. The

company gives new lawyer assignments from the seller, who instructs the original lawyer to proceed with the

handover.

The RE department supports special servicing activity. This department provides advisory services during the due

diligence phase and manages repossessed property afterward. Advisory functions include desktop and onsite appraisal.

Property appraisals are conducted at boarding and every time the company needs to make a decision. The department

meets weekly to discuss open cases and to agree on extraordinary actions, like asking for a new appraisal.

FinSolutia services 96 properties in Portugal and the RE management team comprises the head and two staff

members. The company's real estate portfolio comprises property obtained as part of a new portfolio, or following a

deed-in-lieu or an auction process. The auction process is part of the special servicing department's responsibility and

the RE department provides technical support, stepping in only when the property is acquired. The special servicing

department updates the RE team at least monthly on the pipeline of outstanding bids. This helps the RE team to

forecast any potential new properties to be received soon.

The RE management department's repossession functions include: Securing the property, refurbishing it—if necessary,

asking for a broker price opinion, and checking energy certificates (mandatory to sell a property).

FinSolutia works with three different securing companies. Securing companies free a recently acquired property by

proposing different deals to the occupier, such as paying for their move. The final alternative is eviction. Usually less

than 30% of the acquired properties are occupied. The RE department produces a periodic report on securing activity.

Once the property is secured, the RE management team market it with the help of an external broker. This is usually

the most time-consuming task, lasting from one to 10 months or more. FinSolutia's Portuguese portfolio comprises low

quality properties, usually located in suburbs and rural areas so it is crucial to sell them as soon as possible. Therefore,

FinSolutia incentivizes brokers with higher fees if they sell the assigned property as quick as possible. Brokers also

obtain more assignments based on selling an increasing volume of properties. FinSolutia works with 45 brokers in

Portugal, 39 of them being active as of December 2012. Each broker meets a minimum set of requirements, for

example, being a Portuguese Brokers' Association member. In addition, the head of the RE department knows all of

brokers.

The asset manager (AM) drafts three compulsory reports: The refurbishment proposal, marketing proposal, and the

sale proposal, all stored in the system.
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FinSolutia is reports an average difference between the sale price and appraisal of 15%, 5% between the sale price and

DPO, and 7% between the sale and asking price. The company considers this to be a good result, given that its

competitors report an average of 10%. On average, FinSolutia calculates an investment rate of return for its clients to

meet their targets.

Outsourcing

FinSolutia uses several service providers (see table 4).

Table 4

Outsourced Services

Spain Portugal

Brokers 98 (65 active) 45 (39 active)

Lawyers N/A Three firms

Solicitors One per court External law firms select and manage them, usually they work with preferred solicitors.

Archive provider Norma Dat Keep It Safe

Skip tracing None Five companies working with specific compliance guidelines.

Appraisal companies 5/6 3

Securing companies 3 3

N/A--Not applicable.

The Portuguese RE department has selected and monitors Portuguese brokers to support its special servicing activity.

FinSolutia prefers to work with small enterprises, such as family-run businesses because it considers them to have a

better understanding of the local market than other branded brokers. As a consequence, FinSolutia believes they are

more effective at marketing the low quality properties in its Portuguese portfolio. After selecting a shortlist of names, a

RE department representative interviews the broker at their premises. The RE department discusses interview

outcomes and approves the final selection. Upon signing an agreement, the department audits the new broker, while it

bases subsequent audits on information periodically received from the broker.

FinSolutia's Portuguese law firm network comprises the three major national firms. The special servicing team selected

these firms based on their previous extensive experience in the sector.

There are not many securing companies in Portugal and FinSolutia is working with the only three companies there are.

Investor reporting

The A&RM department handles reporting .The corporate goal is to provide bespoke reporting within a basic template

that FinSolutia has devised. Reports are automatically produced monthly or quarterly, depending on investor and

client requirements. We believe that FinSolutia is able to provide a good quality of reporting.

In 2012, FinSolutia expanded the number of available reports. Similarly, it now publishes a weekly newsletter on

Portuguese and Spanish market news to inform its clients on relevant news and to update clients with market

developments.
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Financial Position

The financial position is Sufficient. We have based this on the company's income statements for 2012 and 2013 and

the company's forecasted statements for 2014.

Related Criteria And Research

Related criteria

• Revised Criteria For Including RMBS, CMBS, And ABS Servicers On Standard & Poor's Select Servicer List,

published April 16, 2009

• Servicer Evaluation Ranking Criteria: U.S., published Sept. 21, 2004

Related research

• Servicer Evaluation: FinSolutia S.A., Jan. 9, 2012

Additional Contact:

Structured Finance Europe; StructuredFinanceEurope@standardandpoors.com
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